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Orthodontically induced external apical root resorption in patients treated

with fixed appliances vs removable aligners

Alejandro Iglesias-Linaresa; Boris Sonnenbergb; Beatriz Solanob; Rosa-Maria Yañez-Vicoc;
Enrique Solanod; Steven J. Lindauere; Carlos Flores-Mirf

ABSTRACT
Objective: To determine whether orthodontic treatment with removable aligners vs fixed
orthodontic appliances is associated with a different frequency of orthodontically induced external
apical root resorption (OIEARR) when genetic, radiographic, and clinical factors are accounted for.
Materials and Methods: Three hundred seventy-two orthodontic patients treated with removable
aligners (Invisalign) or fixed appliances were genetically screened for interleukin 1B gene (IL1B)
(rs1143634), interleukin 1 receptor antagonist gene (IL1RN) (rs419598), and osteopontin gene
(SPP1) (rs9138/rs11730582). Twelve clinical variables, potentially associated with OIEARR, were
also considered. Subjects were divided according to the presence of radiographically determined
OIEARR (.2 mm). The association between OIEARR and appliance type, and radiographic,
clinical and genetic factors, was assessed using backward stepwise conditional logistic regression.
Odds ratios (ORs) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were reported.
Results: Reliability of the methods was adequate. Clinical case complexity (American Board of
Orthodontics [ABO] Discrepancy Index) (OR: 1.032; 95% CI: 1.005–1.061; P¼ .021) and extent of
incisor apical displacement in the sagittal plane (OR: 1.478; 95% CI: 1.285–1.699; P¼ .001) were
associated with an increased OIEARR risk. After adjusting for associations between clinical/
radiographic/genetic factors, there were no statistically significant differences with respect to
OIEARR or type of orthodontic appliance used, whether removable aligners or fixed appliances
(OR: 1.662; 95% CI: 0.945–2.924; P¼ .078). Only subjects homozygous for the T allele of IL1RN
(rs419598) were more prone to OIEARR during orthodontic treatment (OR: 3.121; CI: 1.93–5.03; P
, .001).
Conclusions: A similar OIEARR predisposition was identified using either removable aligners
(Invisalign) or fixed appliances. (Angle Orthod. 0000;00:000–000.)
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INTRODUCTION

Orthodontically induced external apical root resorp-

tion (OIEARR) is a pathological side effect that leads to

permanent loss of the dental root structure (cementum

and/or dentin).1 Different orthodontic force types and

magnitudes have been associated with OIEARR

incidence in varying degrees of severity.2,3 OIEARR

can affect any tooth, although those most susceptible

to resorption are the maxillary central and lateral

incisors. It has been shown that more than one-third

of individuals treated with fixed appliances can lose

more than 3 mm of root length,4 whereas 2% to 5% of

the orthodontically treated population have been
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described as having severe OIEARR of up to 5 mm,
which may threaten the function and lifespan of the
tooth involved.5

There is a relatively recent trend to provide
orthodontic treatment using removable aligners.6 Apart
from the potential advantages of better esthetics,
hygiene, and comfort,7 their main benefit includes the
potential for predictability, reproducibility, and objectiv-
ity when orthodontic forces are applied and hence the
potential for controlling the stress derived from them in
the radicular-apical area.8 So far, it has not been
determined whether the objectively controlled forces
deriving from removable aligners can prevent, or at
least reduce, the occurrence of OIEARR, compared
with treatment using traditional fixed appliances. The
main objective of the present study, therefore, was to
determine whether orthodontic treatment with remov-
able aligners was associated with increased, de-
creased, or a similar frequency of OIEARR when
compared with fixed orthodontic appliances.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Approval by the appropriate institutional ethics
committee was granted. The study was designed as
a case-control genetic association study. The estimat-
ed sample size was calculated beforehand with a
power of 80%, alpha error of .05, and 95% confidence
intervals (CIs) for case-control studies’ estimation of
sample size (0.48 for cases and 0.33 for controls)
using Epidat 3.1 software (Dirección Xeral de Saúde
Pública, Galicia, Spain). A minimum number of 167
cases and 167 controls was required with an additional
11% margin to cover unexpected dropouts.

An initial sample of 932 patients was consecutively
invited to participate in the study after completing their
orthodontic treatment; these then underwent examina-
tion in order to apply eligibility criteria (Table 1)9–13 for
final inclusion in the study. After subject selection, a
final sample of 372 Caucasian patients from a
university and a private practice setting were included.

All patients received comprehensive orthodontic
treatment using either removable aligners (Invisalign,
Align Technology, San Jose, Calif) or fixed appliances
(straightwire technique, CEOSA DM, Madrid). Patients
changed the removable aligners every 12 days on
average. With regard to the fixed appliances (0.018-
inch slot), the typical wire progression was NiTi
archwires (0.014-, 0.016-, 0.018-, and 0.016 3 0.022-
inch) for the aligning and leveling phase, stainless steel
(0.016 3 0.022-inch) or titanium molybdenum arch-
wires (0.017 3 0.025-inch) for the working phase, and
0.016 3 0.022-inch multistranded archwires for the
finishing phase. Specific diagnostic and clinical data
relevant to the risk of OIEARR were recorded for each

patient (Table1); they were divided into two groups on
the basis of OIEARR presence (OIEARR . 2 mm [n¼
174]) or absence [OIEARR , 2 mm [n ¼ 198]).

In order to prevent biological bias in subjects who
were highly genetically predisposed to OIEARR, all
participants were genetically screened for previously
reported polymorphisms10–12 (Table 1; Figure 1).
Samples for DNA analysis were obtained by collecting
2 mL saliva (Oragene Discover OGR-500, DNA
Genotek, Ontario, Canada). Interleukin 1B gene
(IL1B) (rs1143634), interleukin 1 receptor antagonist
gene (IL1RN) (rs419598), and osteopontin gene
(SPP1) (rs9138/rs11730582) were analyzed (Geno-
Typet, PSTtplus, Hain Life Science GmbH, Nehren,
Germany and Sequenom MassARRAYt system
(iPLEX GOLD) (Sequenom, San Diego, CA, USA)
following methods validated in the literature.14

The maxillary central and lateral incisor root lengths
were measured on calibrated panoramic radiographs
before and after treatment.15,16 Measurements were
taken off digital radiographs and the tooth with the
highest OIEARR value was selected as the dependent
variable of interest for the subject.11 Pre- and post-
treatment radiographic initial and final root (r1 and r2,
respectively) and crown (c1 and c2, respectively)
lengths were used to determine changes in tooth and
root length. The formula r1�r2 (c1/c2) was used to
calculate the degree of OIEARR.17–20 In addition, total
vertical and sagittal displacements of the maxillary
incisor apices were measured when initial and final
inclinations were calculated (Nemoceph2D, Nemotec,
Madrid, Spain) using stable anatomical structures.
Analysis was based on a previously described refer-
ence system.21 Briefly, the stable basicranial line (SBL)
was traced through the most superior point of the
anterior wall of sella turcica at the junction with
tuberculum sellae, drawn tangent to the lamina
cribrosa of the ethmoid bone. Second, the vertical T,
a line constructed perpendicular to SBL and passing
through point T, was projected. The extension of a
perpendicular line from the vertical T to the apical point
in pre- and posttreatment radiographs allowed deter-
mining the absolute sagittal and vertical displacement.
The same experienced operator performed all mea-
surements.

Measurements from 30 randomly chosen subjects
were repeated after a 20-day interval and were
compared to calculate the method error (paired
Student’s t-test and absolute intraclass correlation
coefficient (ICC) and concordance (K statistics). The
equation, SE ¼=(Rd2/2n), was used to calculate the
accuracy of measurements, where d is the difference
between repeated measurements and n, the number of
paired repeated measurements.22 A second experi-
enced operator took the same measurements from
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these 30 chosen subjects so that interobserver

reliability and method error between operators could

be assessed.

Descriptive statistics were used to report the

clinical and diagnostic variables of each patient

(frequencies, means, and standard deviations). The

risk of OIEARR associated with each factor was

calculated using odds ratios (ORs) with a 95% CI.

The chi-square test was used to investigate geno-

type distributions, allele frequencies, and the Hardy-

Weinberg equilibrium of subjects in the two groups.

The Mann-Whitney U test was used to find any

association between the type of appliance and the

absolute apical displacement.

Subsequently, control for confounding variables and

interactions among the effects of potential risk factors

with an impact on the predisposition to OIEARR were

analyzed separately with conditional (backward) binary

logistic regression (deletion criterion, P , .10).23 SPSS

was used for data analysis (version 17.0; Lead

Table 1. Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria for the Study Research and Diagnostic-Clinical and Genetic Data Recorded for Each Patient

Eligibility Criteria D & Cla Recorded Genetic Factors

Complete orthodontic treatment with fixed appliances

or removable aligners Age IL1RN (rs419598) (CC/CT/TT)

Complete root formation ABO Discrepancy Index (DI) IL1B (rs1143634) (CC/CT/TT)

No previous history of dental trauma Sex SPP1 (rs9138) (CC/CA/AA)

No systemic pathologies altering hard tissue biology Angle classification (Class I, II, or III) SPP1 (rs11730582) (CC/CT/TT)

No root canal treatment therapy on measured teeth Treatment (extraction vs nonextraction)

No orthodontic retreatment Type of appliance (aligners vs fixed appliances)

Available lateral and panoramic pre- and posttreatment

radiographs Treatment time

Initial U1 inclination 908–1108 (ANS-PNS/U1)b U1 final and initial inclination

Changes of U1 inclination , 58b Vertical movement (intrusion vs extrusion)

Genotyping data needed to be available Absolute apical displacement (vertical vs sagittal)

a D & Cl indicates diagnostic and clinical factors; OIEARR, orthodontically induced external apical root resorption; U1, upper incisors; ANS,
anterior nasal spine; PNS, posterior nasal spine; ABO. American Board of Orthodontics; DI, ABO Discrepancy Index (from Cangialosi TJ, et al.
The ABO Discrepancy Index: a measure of case complexity. Am J Orthod Dentofacial Orthop. 2004;125:270–278); IL1RN, interleukine 1 receptor
antagonist gene; IL1B, interleukine 1 beta gene; SPP1, osteopontine gene; C, cytosine; T, thymine; A, adenine.

b In order to avoid error by overestimating the OIEARR measurements because of the type of radiographic projection.

Figure 1. Representative image of genotyped variants on interleukin 1 and osteopontin cluster genes mapped to human chromosomes 2 and 4,

where the polymorphisms are represented. The IL1B, IL1RN, and SPP1 genes contain different polymorphisms, although the schema represents

only the SNPs studied in this research (rs1143634, rs419598, rs9138, and rs11730582). Vertical bars represent the part of the gene that encodes

the proteins.
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Technologies, Chicago, Ill) and statistical significance

was set at P , .05.

RESULTS

There was acceptable reliability and error of the

OIEARR measurement method for panoramic and

lateral radiograph measurements for both intraob-

server (SE: .169 mm, .191 mm; ICC: .969, .913; k ¼
.96, .98; P . .05) and interobserver measurements
(SE: .32 mm, .45 mm; ICC: .90, .807; k¼ .86, .70; P .

.05).24

Included patients had relatively homogenous initial
characteristics (Table 2). The regression matrix (Table

2) that estimated the association between each of the

individual clinical factors and OIEARR risk showed that

patients treated with removable aligners were twice as

prone as those with fixed appliances to be affected by
OIEARR (OR: 2.097; 95% CI [1.301–3.382]; P¼ .002).

Furthermore, treatments with increased discrepancy

index (OR: 1.031; 95% CI [1.005–1.058]; P ¼ .019),

especially when there was increased apical displace-

ment (absolute) in the sagittal plane (OR: 1.430; 95%
CI [1.251–1.634]; P , .001), were more likely to be

associated with an increase in OIEARR, compared

with controls. In addition, no statistical association was

found between the type of appliance and the absolute

apical displacement (P ¼ .618) in the present sample.
This fact ensures that the homogeneity of the sample

was quite fair for estimating real differences just by the
influence of type of appliance.

In addition to clinical and radiographic factors,

subjects in this study were genotyped for target genes

associated in previous publications with a significant

degree of OIEARR risk (Table 3). More importantly,
when the clinical and radiographic factors of each

patient in the control and affected groups were

associated with their genotypic information in the
logistic regression matrix, the risk of each predispos-

ing factor was substantially adjusted. The final

adjusted associations between clinical and genetic
factors and predisposition to OIEARR showed no

statistically significant differences (P . .05) with

regard to OIEARR or type of orthodontic appliance
used (OR: 1.662; 95% CI: 0.945–2.924; P ¼ .078)

(Table 4).

Finally, it should be noted that only subjects

homozygous for the T allele of IL1RN (rs419598) were

found to be three times more predisposed (OR: 3.121;
95% CI: 1.93–5.03; P , .001) to experience OIEARR,

compared with the other genotypes (Table 4).

DISCUSSION

The objective of this study was to determine whether

there was a difference in risk of OIEARR between

patients (mean age 27.69 6 13.6 years) treated with
conventional fixed appliances or removable aligners

Table 2. Clinical Characteristics of Included Patients

D & Cl parametersa

.2 mm OIEARR*

Patients (n ¼ 174)

None or ,2 mm Root

Resorption (n ¼ 198) P Value** OR

95% CI for OR

Mandibular Maxillary

Mean age (y) 28.48 6 13.60 26.2 9 6 13.66 .670 0.965 0.971 1.019

Sex, n (%) .350 0.791 0.484 1.293

Female 104 (59.77) 115 (58.08)

Male 70 (40.22) 83 (41.91)

Angle classification, n (%) .528 – – –

Class I 62 (35.63) 94 (47.47) .299 0.753 0.441 1.286

Class II 92 (52.87) 83 (41.91) .423 0.706 0.301 1.656

Class III 20 (11.49) 21 (10.60)

Treatment, n (%) .576 0.822 0.414 1.634

Extraction 46 (26.43) 49 (24.74)

Nonextraction 128 (73.56) 149 (75.25)

Type of appliance

Removable aligners 84 75 .002* 2.097 1.301 3.382

Fixed appliances 90 123

Treatment time (mo) 30.73 6 12.37 29.56 6 11.64 .580 1.006 0.985 1.027

ABO Discrepancy Index 16.06 6 9.48 13.49 6 8.2 .019* 1.031 1.005 1.058

Vertical movement

Intrusion 142 (38.2%) 230 (61.8%) .180 1.640 0.796 3.380

Extrusion 172 (46.7%) 196 (53.3%) .152 1.697 0.824 3.498

Apical displacement (absolute)

Vertical (mm) 2.8 6 2.32 2.58 6 2.03 .052 1.110 0.999 1.233

Sagittal (mm) 3.4 6 1.91 2.33 6 1.69 .001** 1.430 1.251 1.634

a D & Cl indicates diagnostic and clinical factors; OIEARR, orthodontically induced external apical root resorption.
* At least one maxillary incisor; ** conditional backward binary logistic regression analysis. Dependent variable¼ control vs .2 mm OIEARR

patients.
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(Invisalign). As OIEARR is a multifactorial pathological
event, various previously associated clinically, radio-
graphic, and genetically relevant factors were included
in the analysis from each orthodontically treated
patient.23 Despite the greater complexity of this type
of analysis, it allowed for control and adjustment of
factors other than type of appliance on the develop-
ment of OIEARR.25

During the early development of Invisalign, a
study,26 including Invisalign patients, was published
suggesting that patients with short dental roots might
be better suited for clear aligner therapy instead of
fixed appliances. This was supported by information
from a study of 100 patients treated with removable
aligners in which there was no incidence of any type
of OIEARR.26 The ability to program the aligner to
control the magnitude of tooth movement and, by
extrapolation, the derived stress at the radicular-
apical area, was believed to be a feature that would
prevent or minimize the occurrence of OIEARR, when
compared with fixed appliances. The findings of the
current study did not support this hypothesis. Inter-
estingly, after analyzing the results adjusted for
clinical, radiographic, and genetic data, we found no
statistically significant differences for an increased
predisposition to OIEARR, regardless of whether the
appliance was removable aligners or fixed applianc-
es.

Several gene-sequence variants in proteins regu-
lating inflammation, including IL-1a, IL-1b, and IL-ra,
have been described previously.27,28 Interleukin 1 is
one of the first cytokines implicated in inflammation of
the vessel wall during tooth movement, affecting
leucocyte recruitment and transmigration.29–33 Closely
connected to this, the function of interleukin 1 is
antagonized by the IL1ra protein encoded in the
IL1RN gene, wherein specific sequence variants have
been associated with an increased predisposition to
suffer OIEARR.11,32 In this connection, subjects
homozygous for the T allele of the IL1RN variant
studied here may be prone to imbalances in cytokine
levels on the IL1ra/IL1b axis during orthodontic tooth
movement, which may be associated with a de-

creased bone remodeling rate that directly influences
the subsequent increase in radicular stress. Failure to
identify the DNA information of each subject means
failing to include the risk inherent in certain patient
genotypes, which leads to misinterpreting the ob-
served results of the appliance’s effect on OIEARR.
Therefore, to properly adjust for the effects of each
clinical or treatment- related factor, subject selection
in orthodontic research related to OIEARR should
include DNA information.

Orthodontic loading of the teeth with either fixed or
removable appliances triggers a cellular and molecular
response that enables the roots to move through
alveolar bone.33 It is the same type of cell response that
may, in certain cases, lead to OIEARR, so that
treatment with aligners is not exempt from the same
iatrogenic effect.

It has been argued that there are differences in the
type of force between intermittent (aligners) vs
continuous (fixed) appliances and the potential control
of the former over magnitude of force compared with
the latter.34 It has been claimed that intermittent forces
may allow the cementum at the root to heal and so
prevent further resorption during the pause.35,36 Never-
theless, these forces have also been associated37 with
detrimental jiggling forces and, likely of greater
significance, the current aligner treatment protocols
suggest an almost full-day use, which means they can
almost be considered a type of continuous force with
reactivation (aligner change) at a shorter time period
(commonly 15 days, although several clinicians sug-
gest changing them in less than a week). We might
expect differences in the magnitude and levels of force
to account for differences in the expression of
OIEARR. Nevertheless, current protocols for fixed
appliances usually involve the sequential use of light
forces38 at each step, which may be the reason why the
predisposition to OIEARR using fixed appliances is
similar to that with removable aligners (P . .05).

The significance of the present study is that a
preference for using removable aligners over fixed
appliances should not be decided by the notion that

Table 3. Genotype and Allele Frequencies of the IL1B (rs1143634), IL1RN (rs419598), and SPP1 (rs9138 and rs11730582) Genes in Affected

Patients and Nonaffected Controls

Gene SNPs

.2 mm OIEARRa Patients (n ¼ 174) None or ,2 mm Root Resorption (n ¼ 198)

Genotype fr (n [%]) maf (n [%]) Genotype fr (n [%]) maf (n [%])

TT/AA TC/AC CC C/T TT/AA TC/AC CC C/T

IL1RN (rs419598) 94 (54.6) 56 (32.1) 24 (13.7) 104 (29.8) 65 (32.8) 79 (39.8) 54 (27.2) 187 (47.22)

IL1B (rs1143634) 27 (15.5) 71 (40.8) 76 (43.6) 125 (35.9) 28 (14.4) 97 (48.9) 73 (36.8) 153 (38.63)

SPP1 (rs9138) 94 (54.02) 67 (38.5) 13 (7.47) 93 (56.6) 97 (48.9) 85 (42.9) 16 (8.08) 117 (29.54)

SPP1 (rs11730582) 48 (27.5) 83 (47.7) 43 (24.7) 169 (48.56) 58 (29.29) 90 (45.45) 50 (25.25) 190 (47.97)

a OIEARR indicates orthodontically induced external apical root resorption; fr, frequencies; maf, minor allele frequency; IL1RN, interleukin 1
receptor antagonist gene; IL1B, interleukin 1 beta gene; SPP1, osteopontin gene; C, cytosine; T, thymine; A, adenine.
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there is less OIEARR risk in being treated with

aligners.

Limitations

A few sources of error may affect assessing

OIEARR. For this study sample, the same experienced

examiner used panoramic and lateral radiographs to

determine the presence of .2 mm OIEARR. Conven-

tional extraoral x-rays may be less accurate than other

types of imaging projections, such as periapical

radiographs, for studying OIEARR extent.39 Some,

however, consider that it is possible to evaluate root

resorption with less radiation using lateral or panoramic

radiographs.23,40 The latter may be sufficiently reliable

for assessing linear measurements if the head inclina-

tion in the anteroposterior plane is controlled with a

variation of 108 or less.41 Also, the accuracy of

periapical projections for measuring OIEARR can be

influenced by variability in tooth shape.42 Until a three-

dimensional imaging method with volumetric measures

that can be made accurately and with less radiation

exposure for ethical application, using the same

measurement method as that used in previously

published studies may enable better comparisons to

be made between the present results and earlier study

data.

CONCLUSIONS

� This clinical study is the first to offer comparative data

on the incidence of OIEARR in a large sample of

patients treated with Invisalign or fixed appliances,

Table 4. Predicted Combined Influence of Clinical and Genetic Factors to Be Affected by OIEARR

Clinical & Genetic Factors b SE Odds Ratio (Adjusted) 95% CI (Mandibular–Maxillary) P Value

Mean age (y) 0.005 .013 1.005 0.981–1.030 .670

Sex, n (%)

Female –0.234 .251 0.791 0.484–1.293 .350

Male

Angle classification, n (%) – – – – .528

Class I

Class II �0.284 .273 0.753 0.441–1.28 .299

Class III �0.348 .435 0.706 0.301–1.65 .423

Treatment, n (%)

Extraction �0.196 .351 0.822 0.441–1.634 .576

Nonextraction

Type of appliance

Removable aligners 0.508 .288 1.662 0.945–2.924 .078

Fixed appliances

Treatment time (mo) 0.014 .011 1.014 0.993–1.036 .181

ABO Discrepancy Index 0.032 .014 1.032 1.005–1.061 .021**

Vertical movement

Intrusion 0.530 .438 1.699 0.767–3.38 .208

Extrusion 0.536 .285 1.710 0.978–2.988 .060

Apical displacement (absolute)

Vertical 0.076 .054 1.079 0.970–1.200 .160

Sagittal 0.391 .071 1.478 1.28–1.699 .001**

IL1RN (rs419598)

CC vs CT/TTa – – – – .001

TT vs CT/CC 1.138 .244 3.121 1.93–5.037 .001**

CT vs CC/TT 0.468 .335 1.59 0.828–3.08 .162

IL1B (rs1143634)

CC vs CT/TT �22.406 4 � 104 0.000 .000 1.000

TT vs CT/CC �22.392 4 � 104 0.000 .000 1.000

CT vs CC/TT �22.629 4 � 104 0.000 .000 1.000

SPP1 (rs9138)

CC vs CA/AA �0.205 .504 0.815 0.303–2.188 .684

AA vs CA/CCa – – – – .479

CA vs CC/AA �0.396 .273 0.746 0.458–1.215 .238

SPP1 (rs11730582)

CC vs CT/TT 0.234 .288 1.264 0.71–2.22 .417

TT vs CT/CCa – – – – .602

CT vs CC/TT 0.167 .293 1.182 0.665–2.10 .314

a Factor not included in the equation by backward conditional logistic regression; OIEARR, indicates orthodontically induced external apical
root resorption; fr, frequencies; maf, minor allele frequency; IL1RN, interleukin 1 receptor antagonist gene; IL1B, interleukin 1 beta gene; SPP1,
osteopontin gene; C, cytosine; T, thymine; A, adenine; SE, standard error; CI, confidence interval.
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adjusting the response based on genotype and
radiographic and clinical data.
� Under the conditions of the present clinical study, it is

suggested that the predisposition to experience
OIEARR with Invisalign is similar to that of using
fixed appliances.
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